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Drink: 2014-2029

2009 Montevertine IGT
Montevertine

The  2009  Montevertine  comes  across  as
more  classic  than  the  Pergole  Torte.  Firm
yet  well-integrated  tannins  support
expressive  sweet  red  cherries,  freshly  cut
flowers  and  mint.  The  2009  is  a  highly
attractive, pointed Montevertine that oozes
class  and  elegance.  Clean,  saline  notes
inform  the  beautifully  pointed,  delineated
finish. This is far from an easygoing 2009.
The  wine  still  needs  time  to  fully  come
together. Anticipated maturity: 2014-2029.

Montevertine is  one of  the reference point
producers  in  Tuscany  for  ageworthy,
traditionally  made  wines.  The  estate’s
flagship,  Le  Pergole  Torte,  plays  in  the
same league  with  the  very  finest  wines  in
the  world.  Proprietor  Martino  Manetti
describes  2010  as  a  year  with  constantly
changing  weather.  An  irregular  flowering
lowered  yields.  Rain  interrupted  the  early
part  of  the  harvest  before  an  Indian
summer  drenched  with  heat  allowed  the
last  phase  of  ripening  to  occur  without
further incident. In the warm 2009 vintage,
these  high-altitude,  late-maturing
vineyards got an extra shot of richness that
filled  out  the  wines  without  going  to
extremes. Readers may want to check out
my vertical of the flagship Le Pergole Torte
in this issue, as well as my video interview
with Martino Manetti t...

- Antonio Galloni (June, 2012)
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Drink: 2012-2020

2010 Montevertine IGT Pian del
Ciampolo

The 2010 Pian del Ciampolo impresses for
its  density.  Sweet  dark  cherries,  flowers,
mint  and  licorice  are  some  of  the  many
notes that emerge from the glass. There is
a  purity  and  beauty  to  the  2010  that  I
admire. This is a gorgeous entry-level wine
from  Montevertine.  As  always  Pian  del
Ciampolo  is  mostly  Sangiovese  with  a
dollop  of  Colorino  and  Canaiolo.  I  tasted
the  wine  from  cement  one  week  prior  to
bottling. Anticipated maturity: 2012-2020.

Montevertine is  one of  the reference point
producers  in  Tuscany  for  ageworthy,
traditionally  made  wines.  The  estate’s
flagship,  Le  Pergole  Torte,  plays  in  the
same league  with  the  very  finest  wines  in
the  world.  Proprietor  Martino  Manetti
describes  2010  as  a  year  with  constantly
changing  weather.  An  irregular  flowering
lowered  yields.  Rain  interrupted  the  early
part  of  the  harvest  before  an  Indian
summer  drenched  with  heat  allowed  the
last  phase  of  ripening  to  occur  without
further incident. In the warm 2009 vintage,
these  high-altitude,  late-maturing
vineyards got an extra shot of richness that
filled  out  the  wines  without  going  to
extremes. Readers may want to check out
my vertical of the flagship Le Pergole Torte
in this issue, as well as my video interview
with Martino Manetti that ...

- Antonio Galloni (June, 2012)
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Drink: 2017-2039

2009 Montevertine Le Pergole
Torte Vino da Tavola

The  2009  Le  Pergole  Torte  is  flat-out
great.  Layers  of  fruit  wrap  around  the
palate  in  this  flashy,  seductive  Pergole
Torte.  There  are  no  hard  edges  to  be
found.  Sweet  red  cherries,  roses,  spices
and mint are layered into the silky, radiant
finish. The 2009 is a wine of extraordinary
elegance.  Today  the  2009  comes  across
as  a  smaller  scaled  version  of  the  2007.
This  is  also  the  first  year  of  biological
farming  at  Montevertine.  Despite  the  heat
wave  in  August,  Martino  Manetti  waited
until  October  12  to  bring  the  Sangiovese
in. Anticipated maturity: 2017-2039.

In a week during which I tasted most of the
reference  point  Sangioveses  and
Sangiovese-based  reds,  one  wine  stuck
out  -  Le  Pergole  Torte.  Quite  honestly,  I
had a hard time getting to sleep the night I
tasted  these  wines.  They  were  that
viscerally  thrilling.  Le Pergole Torte isn’t  a
great  Tuscan  or  Italian  wine.  It  is  simply
one  of  the  world’s  elite  wines.
Montevertine  is  located  in  Radda,  one  of
the  coolest,  highest-altitude  spots  in
Chianti  Classico.  When I  visited  last  April,
the  vineyards  were  noticeably  more
backward  in  their  development  relative  to
what  I  had  seen  in  the  other  parts  of  the
region.  Le  Pergole  Torte  was  a
groundbreaking  wine  when  it  was  first
conceived...

- Antonio Galloni (June, 2012)
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